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A manifesto for general practice nursing in 2024
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Prostate cancer: Supporting early diagnosis in primary care
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Global cancer burden grows as NHS England launches national gene testing programme
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Risk of dying from cancer varies widely across regions in England
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Three in 10 do not take up cervical screening offer
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NHS has ‘long way to go in overcoming prejudices’ faced by nurses















Number of nursing associates in GP practices up 55% in a year
















 








Europe sees ‘troubling rise’ in STIs including gonorrhoea















New guidance to support social care placements for nursing students
















 








Children with ‘lazy eye’ at increased risk of serious disease in adulthood















Obesity in school girls linked to higher rates of joint and muscle pain
















 








Learning disability nurses key in overcoming ‘profound disparities’ in health service access















‘Digital awareness’ vital for new GPNs to help influence use across practices
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Truncated URLs

Some email applications may break a URL due to line breaks. You may need to cut and paste a URL from your email application into your browser’s location bar.

Case sensitivity

URLs are case sensitive. “File.html” and “file.html” are not considered the same file by the server. Please verify that the URLs is entered correctly as printed.

Old news

The web page or file you were trying to reach may have been moved to a different location or removed because the information it contained is no longer valid.
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1Managing the menopause and work: support for nurses




2Flu vaccination programme moved to October to ‘maximise’ protection




3Children with ‘lazy eye’ at increased risk of serious disease in adulthood




4Long-term type 2 diabetes remission through weight loss ‘unsustainable’ for most
















 




























































Sign up for news alerts

Subscribe to Nursing in Practice newsletters to ensure you receive the news as it happens in your inbox.
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